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ni raB eugnil( NE etnasluP us oud oud led acifidom al e hsakarP .S .P ad atitseg atats ¨Ã aifargotamenic aL .uhtumariaV ad ittircs Kumar. Annaamalai was released on June 27, 1992. Although its opening was threatened due to a new rule of the Tamil Nadu government in which the posters of films were prohibited in Madras, the lack of promotions
only increased the hype and has worked for the benefit of the film; He worked for 175 days in the cinemas and was the film with the largest collection in Tamil cinema until 1995, when the record was beaten by Baashha. It was redone in Telug in 1993 as Kondapalli Raja and in Kannada in 2003 as Gokarna. Annamalai's plot is a lactary, while Ashok is
the owner of a five -star hotel in Madras. They were very intimate friends from their childhood. Ashok Gangadharan's father, however, never liked the friendship of his son with a poor lactary. Annamalai is in good heart and innocent and falls in love with Subbulakshmi, a girl from the college who in the end gets married. Ashok also falls in love with a
poor girl, Shanthi, who works as secretary of him. Annamalai organizes the wedding of Ashok and Shanthi who makes Gangadharan angry while she thinks that Shanthi miss her status to become her daughter -in -law. Annamalai clashes with Ekambaram, a MLA, following which Ekambaram includes the good nature of Annaamalai. The small house of
Annamalai together with a few cents of empty land is in a privileged position, to which Annamalai held sentimental values; The Gangadharan presses Ashok to buy it so that they can build a star hotel. Ashok is initially hesitant as he does not want to mix business and friendship, but later he agrees. Annamalai happily accepts and also agrees to give the
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[3] Sarath Babu as Ashok [2] Rekha as Shanthi [4] Radha Ravi as Gangadharan [5] Janagaraj as Panchu [6] Nizhalgal Ravi as Sargunam [7] Prabhakar as Don [8] Vinu Chakravarthy as Ekaastrom [9] [12] When the title was announced, some people had doubts because of the saying "Annamalaikku Arohara" (Hail Hara, Lord of Annamalai) which has
negative connotations; However, Balachander refused to change it. [13] After completing the work on Jaagruti on March 8, Suresh Krissna left for Madras the next morning; He hasn't signed any movies yet. On arrival the same day, he was informed that Balachander, his mentor, was waiting for him. Krissna visited Balachander, who told him that
Vasanth had left Annaamalai, who had to start filming in two days and his release set for June. When asked if he would direct, Krissna received an advance of â‚1109 (equivalent to â‚1710 or US$9.40 in 2020) and accepted. [14] Vasanth never elaborated why he left, saying that he was only because of "personal reasons." [15] Visu said he was hired as
director before Vasanth, but because of a certain contradiction with Rajinikanth, he gave up. [16] When Krissna arrived, the script was not complete; He met the screenwriter Shanmugasundaram, who narrated the main story: "the friendship between a poor dairy and a rich man, withHouse of the first who is a point of conflict. "Krissna realized that
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launched with a Puja at the Lord Ganapathi temple inside Avm Studios. [13] The main photograph began on 11 March 1992. [17] Muhurat hit Annamalai breaking a coconut and praying in a temple. [13] After the blow of Muhurat, the first scene to film was a comic scene in which Annaamalai would save Ashok, who was brought to court for a minor
crime. Krissna removed the scene from the final cut, as she heard that she had no buffer on the script. [28] The introductory song "Vanthenda Paalkaaran" was shot in Ooty. Krissna wanted the photo of the song to be lively and colorful like the songs of Bollywood movies with Amaitabh Bachchan. The scene in the song in which Annaamalai shows her
face to the camera was extended to Slow Motion by Krissna as fans would feel like she was looking towards the public. The song was choreographed by Prabhu Deva. [29] While turning the scene in which Annaamalai challenges Ashok and Gangadharan after demolishing her house, the producers decided to include wind, rain and lightning against the
background to show as a mother nature was angry with the wrongs put out of Annamalai. [30] The scene in which Annaamalai enters a female hostel and is terrified of a snake was shot in Chakra House, Alwarpet. [31] A snake was brought specifically for the scene. The holder's owner worked previously in the previous films of Rajinikanth. Krissna told
the cinema P. S. Prakash to use a lens zoom so that he could adjust the camera according to the situation. After the scene was over, the crew members enjoyed the blow. Krissna congratulated Rajinikant and asked him how he performed him so well and if he was planned, and Rajinikant has replied that it was not foreseen; The expressions in the
scene were the result of his fear. In scene, Shanmugasundaram came with initial dialogues to convey the fear of Annaamalai. Krissna thought the dialogues were redundant in such a situation. Rajinikanth insisted on keepingKadavule (Oh God! as dialogue. Krissna has accepted how well it went in the scene situation. [32] According to Krissna, no one
on the set realized that the mouth of the serpent was not sewn; After the filming, the director realized that Rajinikanth's life was at risk all the time. [33] The song "Annaamalai Annaamalai" where the title character and Subbu appear in periodic costumes was shot at the Fernhills Palace, Ooty while the corresponding hits were shot at the Sivaji
Gardens. Krissna has shot the sequence of songs in a technique where the lip is perfect while the dance movements are fast, taking inspiration from the song "Mamavukku Koduma" by Punnagai Mannan (1986).[34] The song "Vetri Nichayam", which is a montage that shows the rise of Annaamalai to power over several years, has been shot in many
prestigious places like Sea Rockay Hotel. [36] The scene in which Annaamalai and Ashok face on opposite mobile stairs was shot at the Centaur Hotel in Bombay as no hotel in Madras had mobile stairs. [37] The scene where Annaamalai beats Sargunam in a unilateral struggle was shot at Hotel Ambassador Pallava. [38] The film was completed in 45
working days. [22] Post-production The graphics card "Super Star" Annaamalai was edited by the duo Ganesh Kumar. [39] It was the first film to present the introductory graphics card "Super Star", where the words SUPER and STAR form in blue spots on the screen followed by R-A-J-N-I in gold, set to the sound of laser rays while the word Hey! plays
in loop in the background.[40][41] This idea was conceived by Krissna, who was inspired by the sequence of opening rods in James Bond films, and considered that Rajinikanth, who was becoming a phenomenon, "he heated a unique logo to go with hisRajinikanth initially objected to the inclusion of the Super Star title card as he felt it was "autoaggrandisement" and "embassy",[43] but Krissna convinced him, saying it would generate great applause. [44] Balachander supported Krissna, and persuaded Rajinikanth, after which Rajinikanth slowed down. [45] The Super Star title was created at the Prasad Labs and it took a month to complete because "every frame had to be hand-animated."
[46] Annaamalai's final cut was initially 14,950 feet (4,560 m), at a time when the length of Tamil films was limited to 14,500 feet (4,400 m), equal to two hours and forty-five minutes. With the removal of the court scene, the final cut was reduced by 450 feet (140 m).[28] Annaamalai themes revolve around themes such as friendship, betrayal and
revenge. [47] According to Krissna, none of the dialogues or scenes of the film was intended to be allegorical for Rajinikanth's enmity with politician J. Jayalalithaa, but were interpreted by the spectators in this way. Krissna said the dialogue of an astrologer with Annaamalai "Unakku amma naala dhaan problem varum" (Very soon, you are going to
have problems because of a woman) was destined to be a "fun introduction" to the character Subbu, and Ekambaram hitting after hearing the scenes Annaamalai was destined to show "because an MLA turns a new leaf after listening to the words [48] Music Main article: Annaamalai (soundtrack) The soundtrack was composed by Deva, with texts by
Vairamuthu. [49] It was released under the label Lahari. [50] Annaamalai marked Deva's first collaboration with Rajinikanth. Balachander chose him as a composer because of a misunderstanding with his usual composer Ilaiyaraaja.Initially they were worried about the choice of Deva. [51] When Krissna met Deva, she had already composed the song
of the title "Annamalai Annaamalai" when Vasanth was the director. [52] The song is set in the Carnatic Raga known as Mohanam. [53] "Vanthenda Paalkaaran" was inspired by "Neenaarigadayo Ele Manava", a poem by Kannada by G. V. Iyer that Rajinikant had suggested; Poetry spoke of cows like divinity, useful for humans in many ways.
Vaaramuthu grabbed the nucleus of poetry and further embellished it, adding an element of contrast between the cow in continuous selfishness and selfish humans who only take other beings. He also inserted some ingenious words to enhance the image of Rajinikanth as "mass hero" of the Tamil, such as "Ennai Vazha Vaithadhu Tamizh Paalu" (ã the
milk of love from your part Tamil who gave me life). [54] The melody of the song is based on the Folk Marathi song "Mee Dolkar Daryacha Raja" (1969). [55] "Kondayil Thazham Poo" was written as a "Peppy piece" to differentiate from the song of the title "Soft and more melodic". Krissna was annoyed by the "Koodiyil Ennna Poo? Khushbbu" lines
(what is the name of the flower in your basket? Khushbbu) and "Verathil Mannan Nee, Vitriyil Kannan Nee, Endrumae Raja Nee, Rajini" (you are always a courageous and Bravo victorious ring, Oh, Rajini) because of the obvious references to the actors who were not interpreting themselves, but the rest of the crew liked them, so they were
maintained. [56] The film originally did not require a number of duet depicted on Annamalai and Subbu in their old age. Balachander felt that the film was becoming too dark and that a number of duet would bring the levit in the situation. Although initially Krissna opposed, Balachander convinced him that the public would not see him as an intrusion;
He cié led to the song ad ad otaripsi otats ¨Ã ]85[ ,ratS repuS ocifarg olotit led adehcs al etnarud anous e aronos annoloc allus erappa non ehc ,elacisum amet lI ]75[ ."uhdukaraP ittaK James Bond Theme. [17] Release Annaamalai was released on June 27, 1992. [59] His opening was threatened since the Jayalalithaa government implemented a new
rule in which the posters of films were prohibited in Madras. However, according to Krissna, the lack of promotions has increased only the hype and worked for the benefit of the film. [60] The film completed a 175 -day race at the box office. [61] It was the film with the largest collection in Tamil cinema until 1995 when the record was beaten by
Baashha, [62] and started "Meteoric increase of Rajinikanth at the box office". [63] For his performance, Rajinikant has won the Ambika Award for best actor. [64] Indian Express's Lalitha Dileep reception said the film "combines a good screenplay, a competent direction and a first -rate acting. The final result is both fun and compelling". He said that
Annaamalai's metamorphosis from a simple to a rich man was "made plausiblely and with great cinematographic finesse", he praised editing, cinematography, music and texts, concluding "[Annamalai] is Pleasant and touching. "[5] K. Vijiyan of New Straits Times praised the performances of Rajinikant and Manorama, but considered that for a film
depicting the close bonds of friendship", â € œ â € ‹The reason given for the Division between Ashok and [Annamalai] is quite weak. "Vijiyin has criticized the plot of revenge as stations, the good friends who are separated" to be derivatives â € â € â € œ and they heard that some of the songs were not necessary © were just slowing down the rhythm
of the film. He praised the fighting sequences, Deva's music and the comedy of Janagaraj, but they heard that Khushbu and Rekha were simply "decorative objects", concluding, "[Annamalai] will be successful with the admirers of [Rajinikanth] but one delu sione of balachander looking for people ieraf ieraf ol ertnem elibats atsamir ¨Ã aremacelet al
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and in Kannada as Gokarna (2003). [79] has influenced other films regarding the plot and characterizations such as Aarumugam (2009) (also directed by Krissna) [80] and Engaeyum Eppothum (2011), [81] while its plot details were paraodied or ri -Inati in films like Pandian (1992), [82] Paravasam Paarthale (2001), [83] Boss Engira Bhaskaran (2010),
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